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Abstract
Relevance and Method: The purpose of this project was to evaluate the effectiveness of the Emergency Physiotherapy Practitioner (EPP) service against quality care indicators identified as part of the “gold standard” for emergency care in England. The study was prospective and evaluated time to initial assessment, total time in the emergency department and un-planned re-attendance rate within a seven-day period for all patients seen by the EPP’s over a period of one year. Outcomes: One thousand and seven patients were seen by EPPs in the emergency department. The median wait time for treatment by an EPP was 34.5 minutes (95th percentile = 122). Regional median wait time was 45 minutes (95th percentile = 192). National median wait time was 55 minutes (95th percentile = 224). Median total time spent in ED for patients seen by EPPs was 99 minutes (95th percentile = 224). Regional median total time in ED was 223 (95th percentile = 239). Nationally median total time in ED was 136 minutes (95th percentile = 336). Three percent of patients seen by an EPP returned to the ED, compared to 6% regionally and 7.5% nationally. Conclusions: EPPs excelled in all three indicators and exceeded regional and national figures. The re-attendance rate met the current standard of being less than 5%. It could be justified that the addition of the EPPs to the emergency department was an efficient and effective service development.
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1. Introduction

Growth in the number of people using urgent and emergency care is leading to mounting costs and increased pressure on resources [1]. In the United Kingdom, £440 million pounds was spent on management of musculoskeletal injuries in emergency departments in 2012-2013 [2].
Musculoskeletal Emergency Physiotherapy Practitioners (EPPs) can work as frontline healthcare providers for patients who attend Emergency Departments (EDs). They can work independently from medical and nursing staff, undertaking expert patient management for patients attending emergency and accident departments with musculoskeletal dysfunction. Integration of EPPs in EDs has been reported to improve patient outcomes [3]-[7], improve patient flow [7]-[9], streamline care without additional use of resources such as use of radiographic investigation [4] [10], reduce costs [4] and improve patient satisfaction [1] [4] [5] [7] [9].

An initial pilot was conducted in 2012 in the ED of a hospital in the West Midlands, England, to establish how feasible an EPP service would be in a moderately sized acute hospital. Promising initial results from that pilot led to the development of a service provision of musculoskeletal EPP physiotherapists in the emergency department in 2013.

In 2011/12, The Operating Framework for the NHS [11], England announced a set of clinical quality indicators around which emergency care should be delivered. The purpose of this project was to evaluate the EPP service against these quality indicators.

2. Methods

A prospective study was conducted in the emergency department of an acute hospital (classified as a major centre for emergency care) in the West Midlands, England, over the period of one year. The mean number of annual emergency department attendances at this hospital site is 112,000. Planned outcomes included three quality indicators: time to initial assessment, total time spent in emergency departments and unplanned re-attendance rates within a 7-day period for all patients who had been seen by EPPs in the emergency department in 2014. Data was captured using an automated electronic data system (Meditech version 5 EPR system) at the hospital. Ethical clearance and informed consent were not obtained due to this project being classed as a service evaluation. Service evaluations do not randomise patients, use any inclusion or exclusion criteria, or require research ethical approval or patient consent [12].

Statistics were evaluated using median values with 95th percentiles for waiting time to treatment and total time in ED. Patients who re-returned to the ED were expressed as a percentage of total numbers seen. This method of evaluation was to enable a comparison of the EPPs to regional (total ED workforce within the hospital) and national figures, published by The Health and Social Care Information Centre. All analyses were computed using Microsoft Excel 2010.

3. Results

One thousand and seven patients were seen by one of three EPPs in the ED. All EPPs were senior physiotherapists (Two were band 7 and one band 8a on a UK pay structure) who were specialized in emergency care. They practiced autonomously which included the assessment and diagnosis of patients without the need for medical or nursing assistance. The physiotherapists were able to refer patients for relevant investigations to assist diagnosis such as X-rays and bloods. All patients data were available for analyses.

3.1. Waiting Time to Treatment and Total Time in ED

The median wait time for treatment by an EPP was 34.5 minutes (95th percentile = 122). Median times for patients waiting to see an EPP were 10 minutes less when compared with local comparisons and 20 minutes less than national median wait times (see Table 1).
Median total time spent in ED for patients seen by EPPs was 99 minutes (95th percentile = 224), which was 124 minutes (more than two hours) less when compared to local median figures and 37 minutes less when compared to National median figures (see Table 1).

3.2. Re-Attendance Rate in ED

Three per cent of patients seen by an EPP returned to the ED, compared to 6% regionally and 7.5% nationally (see Figure 1).

4. Discussion

Findings of this study with regard to waiting time to treatment and total time in ED are consistent with reports from other similar studies [6] [7], strengthening the likelihood that the incorporation of EPPs in ED can have a positive effect on reducing time for patients with musculoskeletal problems who can be seen by the EPPs. In addition, by enabling the EPPs to see many of the patients with musculoskeletal problems, other ED practitioners, such as medical and nursing staff can be available to manage patients attending ED with non-musculoskeletal dysfunctions, thereby having the potential to benefit all patients attending an ED.

This is the first study to evaluate re-attendance markers. The purpose of this indicator is to reduce avoidable re-attendances in ED by improving the care and communication delivered during the first attendance. Re-attendance has been recognized as a key quality indicator of effective clinical intervention. Good practice for unplanned re-attendance rates should be less than 5%. This study indicates that this can be achieved by the addition of EPPs to an ED.

There are some limitations of this study: The study was conducted at only one hospital Trust and therefore is not generalizable. The same patients that were in the EPP data are also included in the local trust data, and the local trust data is incorporated into the national statistical data, meaning that comparisons can at best be an indication of differences rather than a true representation of differences. The study design was a service evaluation. Whilst service evaluations are beneficial in providing an understanding of the effectiveness of a new service, they are limited to representing the effectiveness only of the service where the study was conducted.

5. Conclusion

This study provides some evidence that the introduction of musculoskeletal EPPs into an emergency department can lead to improved quality of patient care. The main limitations relate to the design of the study; therefore further studies in the form of RCTs to compare effectiveness of EPPs on unplanned re-return rates are indicated.

Figure 1. Unplanned re-attendance rates. Key: ED = Emergency Practitioners; EPP = Emergency Physiotherapy Practitioners. Footnote: Horizontal black line represents the 5% standard of “good practice”.
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